CLIENT CASE STUDY

AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS INSTALLS
CLEARLOCK’S INTO THREE
DONCASTER CULTURE AND LEISURE
CENTRE TRUST LOCATIONS
PROJECT OVERVIEW
Doncaster Culture & Leisure Trust, a registered charity delivering premier leisure provision venues across Doncaster, wanted to upgrade their security provision with the
probability to run their gyms 24/7 in the future.

They upgraded three of their locations including Doncaster Dome, Armthorpe Leisure Centre and Adwick Leisure Complex with Automatic Systems Clearlock’s,
chosen for their single person detection and unicity of passage

PROJECT
SUMMARY
End user: Doncaster Culture
& Leisure Trust
Distributor: OLS
Solution: ClearLock security doors
Application: Leisure

CLEARLOCK
635/637
The rounded
sliding doors and
fixed parts give a
pleasant curved
aesthetic look to
the ClearLock 635
and 637 security
booths.

“

 In collaboration with our leisure system provider OLS have
«
installed self-service pods, to allow customers to access our
centres in a controlled and permission-based way. Allowing the
area to remain unmanned, this has provided us with a more
accurate way of controlling access and a more convenient way
for customers to enter the facilities. OLS worked professionally
and were responsive throughout the project, install and
implementation. » Toni Illman - Head of Digital & Insight,
Doncaster Culture and Leisure Trust

PROJECT TIMEFRAME
Armthorpe Leisure Centre was the first location
to test this new security equipment and was
subsequently followed by the Dome and Adwick due
to its success.

WHY WE WERE
CHOSEN
Oliver Law Security won the contract to install
the access control element of the works and they
subsequently came to Automatic Systems, who they
have a strong working relationship with, to fulfil the
physical security element of the project.
Oliver Law were chosen above their competitors
as they were able to write the specific
software to work with DCLT’s leisure
management systems.

FUTURE
WORK
Due to the success of these
installs there are another
three to four sites in the
pipeline.

DCLT already knew Oliver Law and
Automatic Systems as they had
security lanes installed at their
Doncaster Dome site.
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